Qualification Information

Qualification Requirements will be Reviewed July 1, 2021 for any changes due to pandemic

Regular Class

- **Qualifying Period:** December 1, 2020 through and including November 30, 2021. Exhibitors should keep track of double qualifying scores, Master STD, Master JWW qualifying scores and MACH points earned during the qualification period. They should also track Premier STD and Premier JWW qualifying scores.
- **Requirements:** In order to qualify for this event the following must be earned within the period stated above:
  - 5 double Q’s
  - A combination of 3 Premier STD legs and 3 Premier JWW legs may replace up to 3 double Q's. The Premier STD and JWW legs do not need to be earned at the same trial.
  - EVERY Premier Q earned during the qualifying period will be awarded **15 points** towards the NAC point requirements. There is no limit on Premier points that may be used toward qualification.
  - 400 Total MACH/Premier points

The **2021 National Champions will receive an automatic “bye” into the 2022 National Agility Championship event.**

Preferred Class

- **Qualifying Period:** December 1, 2020 through and including November 30, 2021. Exhibitors should keep track of double qualifying scores, Master STD Preferred and Master JWW Preferred qualifying scores and PACH points earned during the qualification period. They should also track Preferred Premier STD and Preferred Premier JWW qualifying scores. MACH/Premier points earned from Regular classes may not be transferred to be used for Preferred eligibility.
- **Requirements:** In order to qualify for this event the following must be earned within the period stated above.
  - 5 double Q’s
  - A combination of 3 Premier Preferred STD legs and 3 Premier Preferred JWW legs may replace up to 3 double Q's. The Premier Preferred STD and JWW legs do not need to be earned at the same trial.
  - EVERY Premier Preferred Q earned during the qualifying period will be awarded **15 points** towards the NAC point requirements. There is no limit on Premier Preferred points that may be used toward qualification.
  - 400 Total PACH/Premier Preferred points

Preferred dogs may run in either Preferred or Regular classes from December 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021 if they choose to do so without impacting their Preferred eligibility for this event. From July 1, 2021 thru November 30, 2021 they must run in Preferred exclusively. Running in other classes (FAST & T2Beat) does not affect a dog’s preferred eligibility.

The **2021 Preferred National Champions will receive an automatic “bye” into the 2022 National Agility Championship event.**